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From the author of the bestselling book 50 Things to See with a Small Telescope, this colorful

edition explores the constellations with young readers, guiding them to dozens of galaxies, nebulae,

and star clusters. Every page features a helpful "telescope view", showing exactly how objects

appear through a small telescope or binoculars.While a member of the Mount Diablo Astronomical

Society in California, John Read taught thousands of students how to use telescopes and explore

the night sky. Now, he&apos;s sharing this knowledge with you! Even without a telescope, this

introduction to the night sky is essential for every child&apos;s collection.
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I really like this book; I would actually suggest getting this one instead of the "small telescope"

volume by the same author, even if you don't have kids. It takes a great approach of showing a

naked-eye constellation or asterism which will promote familiarity with the night sky, but then also

shows where to find a cool telescope object within that same area of sky. I like the obvious division

into seasons (missing from "small telescope"). There's some overlap with the "small telescope" but

not too much and I think the choices made in this book are much better, plus it's really got many

more than 50 objects (for example Ã¢Â„Â– 26, "The Teapot" also includes M17 and M7).To make it

appeal to kids, this book has been printed in full color, which is much more appealing than his

previous books but much less friendly for low-light or red-light use. I use this book inside, and then



mark the relevant pages in "Turn Left at Orion" to take out to the backyard. This small book doesn't

have enough detail to be able to find distant clusters or galaxies anyway; I'll still need an atlas or

other guide. Also, as the author pointed out in previous books, full-color astrophotography doesn't

really represent what you (or your child) will see through the eyepiece. Fortunately, Mr. Read largely

included photographs which are more representative; I especially compliment him for including the

photographs showing what nearby planets (Saturn, Jupiter) will look like through a small telescope.

They're good pictures, obviously taken in dark skies, but illustrate well the small angular size you

can expect to see.In short I think this is a much-improved replacement for "50 Things to See with a

Small Telescope" and should be considered by any new stargazer, child or not.

Wow! This is by far the best constellation/telescope book for kids (and their parents too). The

illustrations are beautiful, the text is informative and easy to follow. We also like the getting starting

guide to buying and using telescopes. Highly recommend.

Don't let the title fool you - this is an outstanding guide for parents who know nothing about

astronomy but want to teach their kids (and learn themselves). There isn't any technobabble, and

the pictures make finding stars/planets/etc. extremely easy to find and identify. This is a guide that

should come with every telescope gifted to a new astronomer. I highly recommend it!
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